How to reach the Department of Computer Science from Hotel Mastino (city center)

A: Hotel Mastino

B: Bus stop (make sure you cross the street and go on the side of the marble arc “Arco dei Gavi” because the bus route is in the opposite direction of the traffic):

- bus number 21 destination "Palazzina" or "Policlinico" or "Borgo Roma", your stop is the first after the hospital, or
- bus number 22 destination "Policlinico" or "Borgo Roma", your stop is the last one (in front of the hospital).

Alternatively, buses 21 or 22 from the railway station, same destinations as above.
Where to eat, bus stops

Food:
- Bar "Swan", right on top of "Sala Verde" where all the talks will be held
- Self-service "Markas-Service", close to the hospital
- Ristorante-pizzeria "Filù" (if interested, give your name at the coffee break to reserve a table all together), see the shortcut on the map

Bus stops: "A" on the map is the entrance to the campus from the street (Strada le Grazie, 15)
- bus number 21, via Regina Adelaide
- bus number 22, in front of the hospital